
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bristol Men in Early Years Network Meeting 04.10.2016 

Guest Speaker: Deborah Price 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Planned Agenda 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 Time  Item  
2.30  Welcomes and introductions  
2.45  Deborah Price to talk to the group re: transgender issues in the early years:  

Overview of what’s happening in Brighton  
Case study from gender book - discuss in groups (I’ll copy this)  

Feedback  

Points to consider - How early is too early?  
is it different/harder for boys or girls to transition?  

Is the rush to binary damaging children?  
How can the early years worker support parents?  

What resources could we use ? (I have a book list from ECP in Brighton to give out)  

Q&A  
4.00  Beverage and biscuit break  
4.15  General network updates, Trip to Dublin feedback, upcoming Doncaster conference, financial 

updates, opening up the group to women?  
4.30  Outreach updates  

 
4.45 >  future meeting agendas, proposed new location and any other business  

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

Report/Minutes 

 

 Deborah Price came down and ran a session with us on LGBT within the Early Years, with a 

focus on transgender issues. We broke into groups and discussed how we might best support 

these children.  

 This led to a wider discussion about gender itself. We spoke about parent’s attitudes to their 

child transitioning genders and difficult choice made by the children themselves.  

 We spoke about resources within the environment and how gender can impact on these 

things. Deborah gave us a reading list full of suggestions for gender neutral books. 

 I fed back from the EECERA Conference in Dublin, we had a look at existing research on 

an international level around Gender Balance in ECEC. 

 After my venture to the gender balance conference, the subject of women and their part 

within the network was raised. Part of the networks role has always been to support men 

if ever they receive discriminatory behaviour or allegations against them in relation to them 



just being men. That said, in recent times we have placed more of a focus on engaging more 

men into early years and challenging the gender balance of the workforce.  

 As such, the question was raised: Should we open up the network to women?  Plenty of input 

was given from everyone and the general consensus favoured yes, although we should still 

continue to recognise the importance of the support nature of the network and ensure that 

we challenge discriminatory behaviours. As such, future meetings will be open to men and 

women, however the exact format of this is to be discussed. 

 Financially, we are anticipating being funded another yet from the council. Craig and Shad 

are now attending the Kickstart programme as organized by VOSCUR to support us in 

becoming a charitable organisation. Having this skeleton will allow us to more effectively 

work on the meat of the network (engaging men, network meetings etc.) 

 Craig has now joined us on the Leadership team. 

 Our next network meeting is 10th January 2017, from 2:30pm onward, a guest speaker will 

be planned. 

 No other business raised. 

 

Deborah has kindly given us two copies of LGBT Diversity and Inclusion in Early Years Education and 

Gender Diversity and Inclusion in Early Years Education. These are intended to be shared around our 

network so if you want to borrow a copy of either for you or your setting, let me know and we'll 

figure out a way of sending them out. There's some great stuff in there, including some good staff 

meeting activities! 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Diversity-Inclusion-Early-Years-Education/dp/1138814105
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1138857114/ref=pd_sim_14_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=JWDE3Q2V52FH6CGG51SR

